Dear Incoming Freshman,

Welcome to Millennium High School! In order to help us ensure a successful start to the school year in math, the following assignment will assist in getting focused and warmed up for what is to come.

The assignment is a DeltaMath task reviewing a number of topics that you are expected to be proficient in before your first day. Please refer to the instructions on setting up a DeltaMath account and enrolling in Ms. Ingenhutt’s class to access your Summer Assignment.

Teacher Code: 664420 (Ms. Ingenhutt)
Section: Incoming Geometry
Assignment: Summer Assignment

If you find that any of the topics are difficult or challenging, please visit the following sites for review and practice:

www.khanacademy.org; www.purplemath.com; www.coolmath4kids.com

Remember to show all of your work on a separate sheet of paper, and keep your work organized by topic and include the problem, solution, and whether it is correct. Use appropriate judgment for certain topics where no written work is needed (such as graphing). Your math work paper will be collected in class on the due date.

Please do not work on this at the last minute. We know you will not be able to complete this assignment in one day, so pace yourself and work on it in 30 to 40-minute time periods, starting sometime in August. You can always pause and come back to the assignment at any time before the due date. If you do not know how to completely solve or answer any questions, please show all the work you can and try your best.

This assignment is due by 8:30am on Friday, September 11, 2020.

Have a great summer,

The Lower House Math Team – Mr. Gee, Ms. Ingenhutt, Ms. Russek, and Ms. Wan